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Abstract
This paper motivates the use of domain-specific abstract ma-
chines for designing hardware accelerators. Specifically, we
describe how we built a reconfigurable dataflow accelerator
for sparse tensor algebra, a relatively complex domain, using
the Sparse Abstract Machine (SAM). We show that leverag-
ing an abstract dataflow representation (and its compiler)
lead to a slew of benefits, including computational gener-
ality within the application domain, easier verification and
debugging, boosted design productivity, and decoupled de-
velopment of the toolchain from the hardware design and
generation. These benefits allowed us to build the accelerator
within a short time-frame with only two designers.

1 Introduction
We share our experiences of designing a reconfigurable
dataflow accelerator (RDA) for sparse tensor algebra using
a domain-specific language, compiler, and automatic tool-
ing system with the hopes that it will encourage similar
flows in the future. We build the design around a central
abstraction—the Sparse Abstract Machine (or SAM) [9]—that
serves as an idealized streaming dataflow representation for
sparse tensor algebra algorithms. SAM is both an abstract
machine model for sparse tensor algebra and an intermedi-
ate representation for its front-end compiler, Custard, which
takes as input tensor index notation (or Einsum notation).
By focusing accelerator design on the primitives in SAM,
and their organization, it becomes easy to iterate on a design
while maintaining end-to-end mapping support. Therefore,
SAM is analogous to the purpose of an ISA (or LLVM) for
von Neumann machines. We also found multiple benefits in
design productivity and verification with this approach.
SAM identifies blocks that compose to describe the en-

tire space of sparse tensor algebra expressions and dataflow
orderings, allowing us to design an accelerator with these
properties. Reconfigurable accelerators with this generality
is unlike most sparse accelerator prior work, which only sup-
port fixed-function expressions [2, 5–7, 11–13, 16–18, 20].

2 System Overview
We successfully built, verified, and taped-out the reconfig-
urable sparse accelerator (more precisely a CGRA) over the
course of about four months with only two designers. The
designers implemented all of the on-chip RDA tiles (local

memory tiles and sparse computation primitives) and ver-
ified the correctness of the entire suite of sparse applica-
tions. We tested our accelerator on eleven sparse tensor
expressions [9]—which cover part of the the long tail of
tensor expressions that are not addressed by fixed-function
accelerators—across a regression of both randomly gener-
ated tensors and real-world SuiteSparse matrices [4]. An
overview diagram of our system is shown in Figure 1. The
rest of this section describes the general hardware flow and
then the SAM simulator.
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Figure 1. Overview of our sparse RDA toolchain [3, 9, 15].

2.1 Compilation to Hardware Description
The core of our accelerator is a hand-built set of ten modules
that match the SAM primitive interfaces [9] and are written
in Kratos [19]—a Python-embedded Verilog generation lan-
guage. As we target a CGRA, processing and memory tiles
are distributed throughout a reconfigurable interconnect,
with each processing element capable of implementing a
SAM primitive. The flexibility of this substrate allows tiles
to be connected and reconfigured at run-time via a config-
uration bus without changing the Verilog collateral. First,
the SAM compiler Custard compiles a set of expressions
from index notation into SAM graphs. These SAM graphs
are then automatically lowered to a hardware-aware SAM-
like graph. These hardware-aware SAM-like graphs include
transformation passes such as n-ary primitives to binary-
primitive trees, individual primitives that are mapped to
multiple hardware-modules, and bitwidth tagging for each
connection. Hardware implementations could fuse many
SAM primitives together (e.g. [14]). These designs would re-
quire custom primitive-merging passes when lowering to the
hardware-aware SAM-like graph but is left as future work.
We then leveraged a suite of open-source tools [10] to map
the application onto the CGRA substrate. The output of this
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mapping contains a valid placement of all requested primi-
tives/resources and a feasible routing for the interconnect.
We note that individual hardware-aware SAM-like graphs
could be hardened into a single-expression ASIC block rather
than being targeted towards a reconfigurable substrate.

2.2 SAM Simulator Description
Our accelerator toolchain includes a cycle-approximate func-
tional Python simulator along with agile software testing
that models and verifies the SAM abstraction. In the sim-
ulator, each SAM primitive is represented as a class with
methods for input connections, output connections, and an
update state-machine. We hand implemented the behavior
of all primitives such that blocks communicate with each
other via streams as prescribed by SAM. Each primitive mod-
els a basic hardware implementation, meaning that useful
cycle counts are extracted from their execution. Simulator
blocks are also verified individually against a battery of hand-
written unit tests. The SAM compiler also automatically gen-
erates testbenches for full SAM graph tests—SAM graphs
composed of individual primitives that compute an entire
sparse tensor algebra algorithm. Full testbenches contain:
object initialization for each primitive in the SAM graph, a
cycle (iteration) loop, IO connections for every graph edge at
the start of each cycle, and block updates at the end of each
cycle. Running full tests allows us to verify the correctness of
the abstraction and its composition. Once we know the SAM
behavior is correct, the simulator can also verify hardware
implementations (as a gold checker) and guide architectural
design (as a design-space exploration/productivity tool).

3 Lessons Learned
Our experience building this accelerator demonstrated a slew
of benefits in terms of design productivity and verification,
stemming from implementing an abstract dataflow machine.
Although these benefits are well-known for von Neumann
machines, we highlight them for RDA design as well.

Automation. In our tooling methodology, we automati-
cally generate or compile as much of the code and hardware
collateral as possible. To add a new primitive (operation), we
only need to implement its behavior in the simulator and
Kratos and then register the primitive with the hardware-
aware lowering step. The rest of the flow is automatic. Specif-
ically, the automatic portions were: the front-end compiler
Custard, the generation of simulator testbenches from SAM
graphs, the compiler transformations from SAM graphs to
hardware-aware graphs, mapping placement and routing on
to the RDA, and CGRA configuration bitstream generation.
Since SAM has only a few primitives, accelerators support-
ing these primitives (either directly or indirectly) make for
easy compiler targets. Additionally, as new applications were
pushed through the compilation toolchain, they were im-
mediately ready for execution on the hardware. Designers

are now free to consider additional applications without
worrying about mapping these applications by hand.

Generality. Similar to automatic compilation, our hard-
ware design also inherits the benefit of generality from the
abstract machine. The hardware design reuses the same set
of ten blocks across different application mappings. Since
these blocks form the basis of sparse tensor algebra [9], the
hardware design is general and can compute any expression
across many schedules. This generality is important as many
scheduled algorithms can perform asymptotically bad un-
der certain data [1, 8, 9], making point-solution accelerators
that were previously proposed unsatisfactory in general. In
order to find an optimal schedule, we must search through
high-level schedules using simulator performance (either
cycle-approximate or post-synthesis). However, the purpose-
ful design of our flow—specifically the hardware generality,
separation of algorithm and schedule in the input API, and
cycle-approximate simulator—will allow others to leverage
autoscheduling techniques. We differentiate generality from
automation since it is possible to have one without the other.
For example, a system with a compiler toolchain that can
only handle a limited set of fixed expressions without general
block reuse would be automatic but not general.

Ease of Debugging. As both the hardware design and
simulator implement the interfaces defined in SAM, we can
debug the hardware at the interface of each module. Using
the functional simulator written in software, we were able
to pinpoint bugs to specific SAM blocks—and therefore their
corresponding hardware module—which minimizes the te-
dious task of tracing and analyzing Verilog simulation wave-
forms. Since the SAM abstraction defines the interfaces for
each block, similar to an ISA, we are able to compare all inter-
mediate streams with the hardware behavior. Intermediate
result checking then allows us to quickly debug.

Decoupled Development. SAM stands in between its com-
piler and any hardware design/implementation. This well-
defined interface enables designers on each side to work in
a decoupled manner. We were able to build the compiler
and accelerator independently of each other, and they inte-
grated smoothly at the SAM abstraction once each side was
functional. Our flow can better leverage software engineers
with minimal hardware knowledge to develop the tooling
infrastructure—consisting of the compiler, simulator, and
additional code collateral.

4 Conclusion
We hope that this experience demonstrates how the Sparse
Abstract Machine can enable the rapid development of future
accelerators. We also hope that compiler designs and auto-
matic tooling like ours, targeting an abstract machine for
portability, will improve the programmability and usability
of dataflow accelerators.
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